Further instructions for redeeming the eBay voucher (terms of use)
1. The voucher is only redeemable on eBay.de. As a buyer you must be at least 18 years old. Please
check the seller's shipping options and make sure the item is delivered to your country.
2. The voucher will be created individually and will be provided via email after registration of an
account with VIVID.
3. The voucher can only be redeemed for a purchase using one of the following payment methods
available in the respective checkout: PayPal, credit card or direct debit, as well as Google Pay or
Apple Pay (if available). Payment by credit card via contacting the seller is not applocable.
4. The voucher can be redeemed from November 16, 2020, 00:01 (CET) until February 28, 2021,
23:59 (CET). The number of vouchers is limited.
5. The voucher is not valid for categories "Car & Motorcycle: Vehicles", "Cigarettes & Tobacco
Products" and "Cigars & Accessories", as well as products containing symbols or brand names of
cigarettes; category "Beer, Wine & Spirits", as well as products containing symbols or brand
names of alcoholic beverages; category "Baby Food"; and the categories "SIM & Phone Cards",
"Books", "Coins", "Product Guarantees & Insurance" (e.g. Allianz insurance products) and "Real
Estate".
6. The voucher can be redeemed for all items in the eBay shopping cart that meet the voucher
conditions. The value of the voucher is 30 EUR.
7. The voucher can only be redeemed once per person during the period mentioned in paragraph 4.
The voucher cannot be divided into several purchases. The voucher can only be redeemed before
the order process is completed. Subsequent offsetting is not possible.
8. The voucher cannot be redeemed together with other vouchers.
9. If you cancel the purchase in which you used the voucher, the voucher amount will not be
refunded and the voucher cannot be used again.
10. A voucher may only be redeemed for purchases on the eBay marketplace that comply with the
eBay User Agreement and eBay policies.
11. A cash payment of the voucher is not possible. Any activities that aim at payment of the voucher
amount are not allowed.
12. If the payment is made via checkout of external seller tools (which are not certified by eBay), the
voucher cannot be redeemed in some cases due to technical reasons.
13. Please note that vouchers cannot be used at the eBay Stars & Charity auctions.
14. eBay GmbH, Albert-Einstein-Ring 2-6, 14532 Kleinmachnow, Germany, is responsible for issuing
this voucher.
If you have any questions about redeeming this voucher, please contact eBay Customer Service.

